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4

Rav, Rosh Yeshivah, 

and Kahal

Shaul Stampfer

Many important issues in East European Jewish society have been 
linked to the communal rabbinate, to the heads of yeshivot, and to 
communal structures. Analyzing their interreactions means dealing 
with some of the central issues of modernization  not just in the intel-
lectual sphere but also in day-to-day life. The attempt to understand 
these relations is made difficult by widely held images of the past 
that are unrealistic and idealized. These difficulties are of more than 
academic interest. They seem to have an insidious impact on mod-
ern Jews who are trying to deal with contemporary problems. Many 
contemporary Jews, especially observant Jews, measure themselves 
against impossible models thought to have been standard in the 
past, whereas in reality they never existed. This impossible attempt 
can lead to the adoption of unrealistic policies and goals, and to an 
uncalled-for sense of failure and incompetence. It is doubtful that the 
study of Jewish history can give many guidelines as to what should 
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66 Shaul Stampfer

be done in novel situations, such as the reality of Jewish life today. 
However, a consideration of the history of rav, rosh Yeshivah, and 
kahal can alleviate some of the burdens of an imagined past.

To consider rabbis and communities in the modern period, it is 
necessary first to look at some of the basic characteristics of the rab-
binate and the kahal in early modern East European Jewry. For our 
purposes, the early modern period is defined as extending from the 
beginning of the sixteenth century to the first half of the eighteenth 
century. It is important to consider some of the key changes that 
took place, starting with the partitions of Poland in the second half 
of the eighteenth century. With this done, some points of relevance 
to the present can be raised. This study is based, of course, on the 
careful and detailed studies of many scholars and historians and on 
their insights. Many important topics have yet to be studied, but it 
is already clear how important and complicated is the history of the 
kehillot and the rabbinate in Eastern Europe. While those communi-
ties are gone, we are still living today with the consequences of the 
changes that took place in that region.

In considering rav, rosh yeshivah, and kahal, it is worthwhile 
to start off with kahal and then to proceed to rav and rosh yeshivah.1 
Certainly, the institution of the kahal, or local communal organiza-
tion, preceded that of the rabbinate; but the tyranny of chronological 
order is not a sufficient reason for this sequence. Far more signifi-
cant is the basic fact that the rabbinate was built on and dependent 
on the kahal structure, the major changes in kahal structure in the 
nineteenth century being among the major factors in the changes 
in the rabbinate.

Without going into the history and sources for the kahal struc-
ture, it is sufficient for our purposes to note that for East European 
Jewry in the early modern period, the kahal was the basic element of 
organized Jewish life.2 Membership in a kahal was not the free deci-
sion of individual Jews. The kahal was an autonomous legal body that 
united and had authority over the whole Jewish population of a given 
town or city. In the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, local kahals 
were organized in regional and national councils known as the Coun-
cil of the Four Lands (Poland) and the Council of Lithuania.3 Both 
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67Rabbinic and Lay Communal Authority

the kahals and the super-kahal organizations owed their existence 
to their function as tax collectors for the noble and royal authorities. 
In a feudal system, it was simpler for the non-Jewish authorities to 
deal with representative Jewish bodies that undertook to deliver tax 
payments on time, rather than try to find the manpower to collect 
the taxes directly. Since the kahal and super-kahal structures existed 
and enjoyed the backing of non-Jewish authorities, they could also 
deal with internal needs of the Jewish community that were of little 
or no concern to the general authorities. For a variety of reasons, 
an increasing number of kahals in the early modern period found 
themselves in economic difficulties and took on loans in order to 
meet their responsibilities for tax payments. Of course, this meant 
that in the long run they had to spend more and more money to 
cover the interest on their debts.

Every East European kahal had a rabbi in the early modern 
period, but kahals in Europe had not always had rabbis. The in-
stitution of the communal rabbinate in Ashkenazi Jewish society 
can be traced back to the thirteenth century, when it developed on 
the model of the Christian church hierarchy.4 The rabbi, however, 
differed in a number of key points from his “counterpart ” in non-
Jewish society.5 The rabbi was elected by the kahal and could also 
be fired by the kahal. The rabbi did not have any inherent powers 
or authority by virtue of his ordination as rabbi. The absence of the 
concept of sacraments in Jewish society meant that there was noth-
ing a rabbi did that could not be done by any layman. It should be 
noted that in the Ashkenazi tradition, a communal rabbi could not 
be selected if he had relatives in the community where he was a 
candidate, and sons could not succeed their fathers. This policy was 
designed to limit the possibility that a rabbi would be involved in 
local politics or favor one side over another and also to ensure that 
candidates were selected for their ability and not their parentage.

The early modern period was a good one for the rabbinate as 
a profession for the simple reason that the Jewish population was 
expanding and the number of Jewish communities was growing. The 
concentration of Jews in commerce and the skilled trades, together 
with the absence of industrialization, placed a natural limit on the 
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68 Shaul Stampfer

size of most Jewish communities. Merchants and skilled workers 
had to go where there were clients. This led to a constant flow of 
European Jews eastward in search of new markets. This migration 
was the force behind the establishment of new Jewish settlements in 
Ukraine and Belarus. Each new community founded meant that a 
new position of rabbi was available. Hiring a rabbi was an expense 
for a community, but a worthwhile one. Relatively untutored Jews 
founded many of the new communities, and these communities 
could not turn to an existing local learned elite. Thus, there was 
often real need for rabbinical guidance.

The appointment of a rabbi was often a useful strategy in 
intercommunal politics.6 New communities usually functioned at 
first under the wing of more veteran communities. This presented 
a golden opportunity for the established communities. They gener-
ally tried to shift as much their tax burden as they could of onto the 
shoulders of the residents of the new communities. Therefore, there 
was a constant struggle between the new and the veteran, and an 
attempt on the part of the new communities to achieve indepen-
dence and equality with older communities. Having a rabbi of its 
own was one way a new community could buttress its claim that it 
deserved equality.

The authority and function of the rabbi were linked to his ties to 
the kahal.7 The kahal functioned, at least in theory, as a democratic 
structure very much like a medieval trade guild. Thus the selection 
of a rabbi was a public and popular acceptance of the rabbi as the re-
ligious leader of the community. The kahal gave its rabbi a monopoly 
on various religious responsibilities  notably performing marriages 
and divorces and leading or supervising a rabbinical court. In larger 
communities, the rabbi would often head a yeshivah funded by the 
local community. These yeshivot were small in comparison with 
yeshivot today, but they were important irrespective of their size.

The communal rabbi was also responsible for supervision of 
an area that kahals were keenly interested in  the supply of kosher 
meat. Taxes on meat were a key element in kahal income. The rabbi 
guaranteed that meat was kosher, and this justified the communal 
surcharges on the sale of meat. The rabbi did not necessarily have 
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educational responsibilities, nor was he a preacher or have pastoral 
functions; others met these needs.

Serving as a symbol of his community was an important func-
tion of the communal rabbi that is difficult to pin down but was 
clearly present nonetheless. The rabbi embodied the ideals of a 
Jewish community, and his election by the community was a state-
ment of identification with these values. Important communities 
sought out famous rabbis, but not because they could better meet the 
needs of the community for observing rituals. It would be difficult 
to quantify the advantages to a community from “better” legal deci-
sions in ritual or business matters by a more highly acclaimed rabbi. 
However, the members of Jewish communities certainly attributed 
great importance to the quality of a rabbi’s views. A great rabbi who 
was honored in other communities was a source of prestige for the 
residents of a community. In a sense, his fame and stature gave the 
members of his community vicarious pleasure and honor.

In theory, the authority of the rabbi, as noted above, was justi-
fied by his election by the community and the charisma he had by 
virtue of his knowledge of Torah. In practice however, the rabbi’s 
authority was based on the power of the kahal to coerce a recalcitrant 
member of the community to obey his decisions and the willing-
ness of the kahal to do so. It was in the interest of both the rabbi 
and the kahal to deemphasize the element of coercion as a basis of 
his authority and to emphasize that his religious authority, or the 
justification for his authority, was based on the selection process  on 
the free choice of the members of the kahal to accept his authority.

Rabbinical authority had many limits. Of course, in the areas 
“assigned” to rabbis, they could have considerable authority. They 
were the legal decisors in ritual matters, often served as chief judges 
in rabbinical courts, and had a “monopoly” on performing marriages 
and divorces. However, this does not mean that rabbis were the lead-
ers of Jewish communities. The true leaders were the secular leaders 
who had a major role in the appointment of rabbis and determined 
communal policy. Rabbis were employees whose authority was lim-
ited and depended on the cooperation of the local lay leadership. In 
many communities, business cases were decided by arbitration of 
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70 Shaul Stampfer

local businessmen rather than by rabbis. More significantly, many 
elements of business did not easily fit the frameworks of Jewish law. 
When this happened, rabbis were forced to admit their helplessness. 
They could either apply standards of current commercial practice 
to decide the case or transfer the case to arbitration.8 In the early 
modern period, rabbinic authority was often severely compromised 
by the fact that local nobles and officials often interfered in the 
process of the selection of rabbis and forced communities to accept 
candidates of their choice  choices often influenced by financial 
considerations, such as bribes or by personal ties between nobles 
and leading Jewish families.9 The increasing indebtedness of many 
kahals was a strong incentive for simony. It was tempting to offer 
the position of rabbi to a candidate who would undertake to relieve 
part of the communal debt.10 Rabbis selected at the direction of a 
noble or in return for payments to a community treasury may have 
had the authority that the noble or the kahal leaders could give 
them, but their moral authority or charisma was certainly severely 
undermined by the way they obtained their posts.

The rabbinate differed crucially and almost totally from Chris-
tian patterns of religious leadership in the absence of a formal struc-
tured hierarchy. Selection of rabbis by local communities meant that 
communal rabbis were not subject to the authority of any central 
rabbinical authority. There was, however, a central administrative 
authority. The Councils of the Lands united Jewish communities and 
filled a key tax role for the government; these bodies coordinated 
the tax payments of the Jewish communities. Therefore, it was in 
the interest of the kings and their officials that the councils had 
authority. However, the kings and nobles had little or no interest in 
there being a strong rabbinate or a representative rabbi for a whole 
region or kingdom. Even though leading rabbis met at the sessions 
of the councils, they did not have direct channels of authority over 
communal rabbis. Thus, local rabbis had no formal superiors.

There was, of course, a widespread recognition that some rab-
bis were more knowledgeable and gifted than others. The largest 
communities often sought out the most talented rabbis, and smaller 
communities had to make do with younger or less gifted ones. Thus, 
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less famous rabbis often consulted with well-known rabbis, or had 
their decisions appealed to better-known rabbis. This often had 
negative consequences when individuals or groups refused to ac-
cept the authority or decision of a rabbi. Appealing the decision of 
a local rabbi often meant a delay in the implementation of a legal 
decision. However, the same flexibility produced by the absence of 
a rabbinical hierarchy also made it difficult to co-opt the rabbinate 
of a given region and meant that social upheavals, such as flight or 
the establishment of new communities, could be dealt with flexibly 
and efficiently.

Mastery of Jewish law was not an indication that an individual 
was a rabbi. In all large Jewish communities there were highly edu-
cated Jews, and there was a significant overlap between the educa-
tional elite and the socioeconomic elite. The educational system 
created a situation in which mastery of Talmud, which was generally 
acknowledged to be the key to entry into the intellectual elite, was 
usually limited to the upper elements of Jewish society. Scholarliness 
was one of the elements for the reproduction of class distinctions 
in Jewish society. Rich men sought out scholars as sons-in-law, and 
thus study could be a route for economic advancement. Scholarliness 
did not necessarily mean a rabbinic career. It was widely felt that the 
ideal was to be wealthy without having to spend too much time on 
business and to devote most of the day to the study of Talmud and 
holy texts. This was not only a paper ideal but one that was often 
put into practice. A common element in a rabbinic biography is 
the statement that after marriage, the groom started off in business, 
and only after losing his wife’s dowry through poor investments did 
he accept the responsibility of the rabbinate. The rabbinate  or the 
taking of a salary in return for the fulfillment of certain communal 
responsibilities  was not an ideal, but a fall-back.

The position of rosh yeshivah in early modern Poland was 
intimately linked with the position of communal rabbi. Polish yeshi-
vot were communal institutions, and they operated in the familiar 
pattern of the Ashkenazi yeshivah.11 The host communities funded 
them, and the communal rabbi was usually the head of the com-
munal yeshivah. Running a yeshivah was an expensive undertaking. 
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Therefore, only large communities could host a yeshivah, and the 
larger the community, the more students it could support. For rab-
bis, being the head of a yeshivah had an obvious appeal. It was an 
opportunity both to teach and to enjoy the respect and discipleship 
of students. Therefore, heading a yeshivah was in their interests, and 
it was standard for a community to commit itself to supporting a 
fixed number of students. This commitment was part of the contract 
it gave to a rabbi, and the number of students was sometimes an 
element in the negotiations with a prospective rabbi.

The Polish yeshivah disappeared in the course of the mid-sev-
enteenth century, and with it the institution of rosh yeshivah. It is 
easy to attribute its disappearance to the social and financial crises 
engendered by the wars of Poland with Ukrainians, Swedes, and 
Muscovites. The destruction in this period was very real; in Polish 
historiography it is termed the “Flood.” However, and significantly, 
while Jewish life revived by the late seventeenth century, the famous 
yeshivot were not reestablished. Their place in the educational system 
was taken by the beit midrash and independent study. The institu-
tions of the yeshivah and the rosh yeshivah remained familiar to East 
European Jews from the literature, but not from observation.

From the mid-eighteenth century and onwards, the status and 
characteristics of the Jewish community were changed in many 
ways that had a significant bearing on the familiar nexus of rav, rosh 
yeshivah, and kahal. One of the most dramatic early changes was the 
dissolution of the Council of the Four Lands in 1764. Despite the 
attention given to this event, it probably had little effect on the local 
level. As we saw, it had been a structure of communal leaders and 
not a council of rabbis. To be sure, rabbis had met at the meetings of 
the councils, but their role there was secondary, and the rabbis did 
not derive their authority from their ties with the council. The Polish 
government carried out a census the same year with the intention 
of replacing the declarations of the council on Jewish population 
size with more reliable data. The census revealed a far larger Jewish 
community than had hitherto been reported, and this in turn led 
to higher taxes. However, the local kahals remained responsible 
for the collection of taxes, and they continued to transmit the tax 
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payments to the appropriate governmental officials. Thus the kahal 
maintained its authority within the community, and this helped it to 
enforce internal decisions and policies. However, its authority was 
not to be maintained over the long run.

The process of the weakening of the kahals continued in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.12 Their indebtedness in-
creased, and concern about funding accumulated debt became a 
serious issue. In the Vilna kahal, communal indebtedness led to the 
sale of leadership positions and to the appointment of the twenty-
one-year-old son-in-law of a local financier to the position of rabbi 
of Vilna  and this in the lifetime of the Gaon of Vilna!13 This, how-
ever, was not his only position. He also purchased the rabbinates of 
Koenigsberg and Danzig  perhaps for a rainy day!14 The extent of 
this phenomenon has not been documented, and there is no reason 
to think that Vilna was a very typical community. However, con-
temporaries apparently did not express amazement at the situation 
in Vilna, which supports a suspicion that it was a familiar situation 
if not widespread.

The local kahals became weaker and their authority diminished 
in subsequent years. Tax collection began to be administered directly. 
The community lost the right to maintain an independent court 
system and to punish members of the community. The religious 
functions and some social welfare functions remained, but on a very 
different basis. Compliance was now voluntary, and funding was 
more in the form of charity than taxation. Where there was taxation, 
it was in the form of a surcharge on the sale of kosher meat, known 
as korobka or gabella.15 In Galicia, the autonomy of the local kahal 
ended in 1785.16 In the tsarist empire, the same happened two gen-
erations later, in 1844.17 It would be an oversimplification to claim 
that this transformation took place overnight. Habit and established 
patterns continued to influence Jewish communities for a genera-
tion and more; this was especially the case in smaller communities. 
However, change could not be postponed inevitably.

At the same time that the kahal was weakening in the late eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, Jews and Jewish life were undergo-
ing change in almost every area. This was the period of the rise of 
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Hassidism, the spread of Haskalah, and no less important, the rapid 
and rampant process of acculturation by the Jewish economic elite. 
It was precisely among this elite that apathy and skepticism with 
regard to halakhic practice and traditional belief became widespread. 
The link between the rich and the learned began to weaken. Wealth 
was now a product of connections with government officials, and 
the wealthy began to absorb the values and practices of non-Jewish 
society. They began to seek out sons-in-law who were university 
students or Russian-speaking, German-speaking or Polish-speaking 
businessmen.18 Without rich dowries to look forward to, the rab-
binate remained the great hope for Talmud students.

The second half of the nineteenth century was a period of cri-
sis for the rabbinate. Its members no longer enjoyed the support of 
the rich and the option of intermarriage with them. Moreover, the 
rabbinic job market was in crisis. The border of Russia barred the 
continuation of migration eastward precisely at a time when there 
was a great deal of economic activity in the interior of Russia. This 
in turn slowed down the formation of new communities. At the 
same time, the process of urbanization was spreading elsewhere in 
the Pale of Settlement. Concentration in cities was bad for the rab-
binical job market because just as a single rabbi can serve a small 
community, so can he serve a much larger number of Jews crowded 
into a town or city. Thus, while the Jewish population was growing, 
and also presumably the number of Talmud students who hoped 
for a position in the rabbinate, the number of new positions did not 
keep pace. Even when jobs were available, the weakened kahal could 
not pay a decent salary.19

Selecting rabbis became a nightmare for the kahals in the late 
nineteenth century. When the kahals were responsible for taxation 
and relations with the government, the communal leaders had been 
powerful figures with experience in wielding power. In that context, 
selecting a rabbi was just one more difficult decision that had to be 
done and was done. With less authority and fewer responsibilities, 
making a hard decision was more difficult than in the past. This 
was exacerbated by the ideological splits that marked communities. 
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There were hassidim and mitnagdim, modernizers and conservatives, 
Zionists and anti-Zionists, and there were splits within each camp. 
The symbolic role of the rabbi as representing the values of a com-
munity or the elite of a community meant that each camp was in-
tensely concerned that a rabbi who identified with them be selected 
for the position of local rabbi. This was not because the presence 
of a rabbi with different views would have required them to change 
their positions. It would not. However, selection was a reflection of 
the balance of power in a community and symbolized the wave of 
the present (or of the near future). Therefore, in many cases, it was 
simpler just to avoid choosing a rabbi and to function without a 
communal rabbi altogether.

At the same time, rabbis were necessary in one way or another. 
Kosher meat supervision remained a key element of communal life 
because taxes on kosher meat were an important source of commu-
nal income. Of course, as increasing numbers of people ceased to 
keep kosher, this source became more problematic, but it was always 
significant. However, kosher meat supervision could be achieved 
without having an official communal rabbi with all the symbolic 
authority he held as representative of the community. There was no 
shortage of learned individuals who could be hired as “technicians” 
without many political implications.

One easy way out of this bind was simply to select the son or 
son-in-law of a rabbi as his successor. Such a choice did not indi-
cate identification with his beliefs or outlook, but instead showed 
a degree of mercy to the family of the previous rabbi. It could even 
function as a form of pension in a pre-pension era. An heir might 
have the charisma of his father, but he was less likely to serve as a 
symbol of the values of his community, and therefore his selection 
was a less charged process. In the tight market for rabbinical posi-
tions in the nineteenth century, sons and sons-in-law of rabbis were 
quite interested in strengthening this practice. There was no shortage 
of proof in rabbinic texts at their disposal. The consequence of a less 
qualified rabbinate did not deter many communities. Many did not 
care anyway how qualified a rabbi was, as long as the community 
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was quiet. These factors operated together and led to a sharp rise in 
the inheritance of rabbinical positions. This did not lead to a rise in 
the prestige and level of the rabbinate.20

From the mid-nineteenth century on, the traditional com-
munal rabbinate faced competition in the form of the crown or 
government rabbinate.21 The Russian government, from 1844 and 
on, required communities to appoint Russian-speaking rabbis. The 
hope and assumption was that the Jewish communities would ac-
cept their authority and model. The existence of such rabbis would 
speed the process of acculturation. The goal of acculturation was to 
be achieved to a large extent, but more because of economic pres-
sures and opportunities. The government rabbis were generally un-
able, at the outset, to establish their authority in communities that 
measured the quality of a rabbi by his mastery of Talmudic literature. 
Therefore in many communities, there were two rabbis  an official 
rabbi and a “spiritual” rabbi. Many of the new-style rabbis were 
cynical or incompetent (or both), and it was easy to dismiss them 
in the early years. However, by the end of the century there were 
already some talented, committed, and popular crown rabbis who 
had some influence among the acculturated Jews for whom the old-
style rabbis were totally meaningless.22 Even in the traditional sector 
there was a growing recognition, at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, that a general education could enable rabbis to reach and 
influence an important segment of the Jewish community. But for 
the time being, the dual rabbinate served to divide communities. 
On the other hand, the populations attracted to each type of rabbi 
were so different from each other that a single-rabbi system would 
probably not have made any difference.

At the same time that the communal rabbinate was facing 
increasing difficulties, the Hassidic movement and the yeshivah 
movement were developing new models of leadership in the Jewish 
community. The tzaddik filled a key role in the leadership of the 
Hassidic movement.23 His charismatic authority was linked to the 
beliefs of his followers about the special nature of his soul, his ability 
to guide his followers and help them, and their identification with 
his teachings. The literature on the early Hassidic movement has 
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given attention to the relationships between the Hassidic tzaddikim 
and communal rabbis. The working assumption was that communal 
rabbis should have resented the growing importance of Hassidic 
rabbis and Hassidism, and that this should have led to conflict and 
opposition. A closer look at reality suggests that conflict was not 
inevitable and may not have been widespread. Communal rabbis 
did not see themselves as spiritual guides of their communities, 
nor did they offer blessings or personal advice to members of their 
communities. Their responsibility was to answer questions of law 
and to supervise kashrut; this was not necessarily undermined by 
the new role of the tzaddik.

Starting from the beginning of the nineteenth century, there 
was a revival of the institution of the yeshivah in Eastern Europe.24 
This began with the foundation of a yeshivah in Volozhin at the 
beginning of the century, followed shortly by the establishment of 
a yeshivah in Mir. In the last quarter of the century other yeshivot 
were founded. By the end of the century almost all advanced study 
of Talmud in Lithuania and Belarus was carried out within the 
framework of yeshivot. This dramatic growth should not hide the 
fact that there was a concurrent collapse of the beit midrash sys-
tem. Thus, there was probably a decline in the absolute numbers of 
Talmud students during this period. By the end of the nineteenth 
century there were probably more Jewish students in gymnasia and 
universities than in yeshivot. Unquestionably, more young Jews 
dreamed of getting a general education than of sitting at the feet of 
a famous rosh yeshivah.

The new yeshivot differed significantly from the traditional 
Ashkenazic yeshivot in that they were not communal institutions. 
R. Hayyim Volozhiner maintained his yeshivah by collecting money 
from supporters all over Eastern Europe. His students did not eat 
meals with local householders, as had previously been the practice 
in the batei midrash. Instead, they received a stipend from the head 
of the yeshivah and used it to rent rooms and pay for their meals. His 
yeshivah was not only independent of the community of Volozhin, 
but over the course of time, much of the local community became 
dependent on the yeshivah as a source of income. This pattern of 
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regional and later international fundraising as a means of support 
gave the rosh yeshivah a great deal of independence from local pres-
sures and a great deal of authority among the students. However, in 
a sense, one dependence was traded for another. When funding is 
local and support for a yeshivah is part of a contract between a com-
munity and a rabbi, the rabbi can devote his efforts to his rabbinical 
functions and teaching. Independence from the community means 
that the head of a yeshivah is personally responsible for raising funds. 
His success is a direct result of his personal popularity and charisma; 
this requires a significant investment of time and effort.

The structure of the new yeshivot encouraged strong ties be-
tween the heads of the yeshivot and the students. The dependence of 
students on the yeshivot for financial support and the long academic 
year created conditions in which rashei yeshivot took on many pa-
rental functions. Students of the yeshivot had to deal consciously or 
unconsciously with the question of whether to remain traditional 
or to follow in the footsteps of the richer and more successful. The 
decision to remain in a traditional framework was often closely 
related to the influence and model of the rosh yeshivah, and thus 
there was a strong emotional dimension to these ties. At the same 
time, it would be imprudent to assume that every student felt close 
to a rosh yeshivah or was strongly influenced by him. Such feelings 
are reported in memoirs, but there are also records of the opposite 
attitudes. It is not easy to determine what was typical and what was 
atypical.

From the start, the heads of the yeshivah often played a major 
role in Jewish communal life. Rabbi Hayyim Volozhiner acted as a 
spokesman for the non-Hassidic Jews of Eastern Europe on a number 
of occasions, and so did his son and successor, R. Isaac. Subsequent 
heads of the yeshivah, notably R. Tzvi Yehudah Berlin (the Netziv) 
and R. Hayyim Soloveichik, were also prominent spokesmen. The 
same is true with regard to R. Eliezer Gordon of Telz, the Hafetz 
Hayyim, and others. It was not always the case; the leaders of the 
mussar movement were not active in communal life. Here as well, it 
would have been possible to anticipate tensions and opposition be-
tween heads of yeshivot and communal rabbis. However, in practice 
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there was generally little tension. The functions filled by the heads of 
yeshivot were not the same as those filled by local rabbis. Moreover, 
in many communities, there was no elected communal rabbi but 
rather a multitude of rabbis who had specialized local tasks, such as 
dayyan, kashrut supervisor, and teacher, none of which was adversely 
affected by the yeshivot. When Talmud study became concentrated 
in yeshivot, there was a concomitant rise in the fame and influence 
of rashei yeshivah, but it was not at the expense of communal rab-
bis. The most famous rabbi in Eastern Europe in the late nineteenth 
century was probably R. Isaac Elhanan Spector. Not only was he not 
opposed to the yeshivot, but he was actually called on for assistance 
by most of the rashei yeshivah of his time. Given the fact that yeshivot 
were always in need of funding, it is clear that rashei yeshivot had no 
interest in tension between them and communal rabbis. They often 
turned to communal rabbis for assistance in fundraising.

Hassidic courts and yeshivot faced similar dilemmas with re-
gard to choosing a successor to a departed tzaddik or rosh yeshivah.25 
The ownership of the court or yeshivah was not clear. It was not 
personal property, nor was it the property of the local community. 
It belonged to a “virtual” community, but that body was not a legal 
entity. Therefore it was not clear who was actually entitled to appoint 
a successor, or how this was to be done. The strong personalities 
who usually headed courts or yeshivot did not usually encourage 
decision-makers in their near vicinity. One alternative was for the 
followers or students to split into smaller groups and for each to at-
tach itself to whoever it chose. This was possible and happened, but 
it was not in the interest of many dependent on the court or yeshivah, 
and usually not in the interest of the institution. In this vacuum, in-
heritance by a son or son-in-law was usually the best solution, even 
though there was no guarantee that the successor was at the level of 
his predecessor. However, a weak candidate was often better than a 
struggle over succession.

At the same time, many of the elite of the Jewish community 
were moving in nontraditional paths, and the broader masses were 
preparing to follow. There was a conservative reaction that we 
can term a transition from Traditionalism to Orthodoxy.26 This 
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involved a voluntary and often conscious commitment to the au-
thority of tradition and Jewish law. Until then, the model of the 
communal rabbi as the rabbi of all the Jews in a given community 
had prevailed. His authority was limited in scope, but enjoyed the 
sanction of communal authority. What developed was much closer 
to the American model of several autonomous synagogues in any 
given area. Acceptance of rabbinic authority became a question of 
choice. Individuals who shared a similar ideology or point of view 
formed communities of like-minded individuals that went on to 
select rabbis. The authority of these rabbis rested on acceptance of 
them as authoritative interpreters of Judaism and not on the power 
of a communal body to enforce obedience.

Some elements of the developing Orthodox sector based much 
of their ideology on a total acceptance of the authority of rabbis.27 
In these sectors, local rabbis had more authority then they ever had 
in the past. This phenomenon was most vivid in its early stages in 
Hungary among the followers of the Hatam Sofer. However, the 
pattern of charismatic community rabbis and highly committed 
groups of laymen soon spread to Eastern Europe. Thus a rabbi like 
R. Hayyim Ozer Grodzinski could wield great authority among 
supporters in Vilna and elsewhere even though he did not have an 
official position as rabbi of Vilna. His authority was internal and 
limited to certain circles.

In the relations of Jews with non-Jewish society, rabbis played 
a major role, from the dissolution of the Councils of the Lands until 
the Holocaust. The frameworks on the basis of which laymen could 
claim to represent a Jewish community or the Jewish population in 
a region disappeared. In the resulting vacuum, the rabbis often took 
on roles as representatives of the Jewish community in the absence 
of recognized communal leaders. The authority of these rabbis over 
their fellow Jews was far more limited than in the past, but the de-
cline in the authority of the secular leadership was even greater. In 
the absence of strong lay leaders, rabbis often filled a vacuum.

There never was a golden age of the rabbinate. Whenever a 
historical period is examined, the past always seems to have been 
better. Rabbis were always dependent  either on communal leaders, 
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or on non-Jewish power brokers, or on subelements of the Jewish 
community. Their roles and authority were directly tied to the nature 
of their supporters, to the tasks assigned them and to the perceived 
need of their supporters for rabbis. Their opponents were usually 
not individuals who claimed equal or greater competence in Jewish 
matters, and often indifference or jealousy was the greatest problem. 
In this respect, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in Europe, 
rashei yeshivah were more likely to be allies than competitors.

The nature of Jewish communal life in America differs radically 
from what it was in Eastern Europe. The expectations congregants 
have of a rabbi  to be a speaker, to be a religious guide, to perform 
pastoral functions  are equally different. In the past, popular preach-
ers spoke, and not rabbis. There was little need for religious guid-
ance because there were few alternatives. The pastoral functions of 
contemporary rabbis also reflect the influence of non-Jewish circles 
and the decline of traditional frameworks like the hevrot that often 
filled these roles. At the same time, new modes of communication 
make it possible for institutional leaders to approach affluent indi-
viduals for support without working with communal rabbis. These 
new conditions mean that there are changing relationships between 
school and society, and between rosh yeshivah and communal rabbi. 
In this case, an awareness of the differences should make it clear that 
the past is not much of a model. What can be learned from the past 
is the legitimacy of flexibility and innovation, and that commitment 
can be expressed in many ways. Regarding the questions of how to 
innovate and develop, the only lesson the past can give us is that the 
answers to these questions cannot be learned from the past.
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